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Introduction



In his first Annual Report to the Board of Managers in July 1867, founder and president Reverend 
Daniel Bliss wrote of the inaugural class in the Literary Department at the Syrian Protestant College 
(SPC),

The College has been in session seven months during which time there has been no case of 
sickness requiring medical aid, no failure in good behaviour demanding more than a slight 
verbal reproof and the progress in study has been satisfactory. There have been connected with 
the College eighteen different pupils, fifteen of whom still continue their connection.1

The following year, he reported that the inaugural class had dropped to eight by the sophomore 
year because four students had moved to the Medical Department that had just opened, three had 
to repeat their freshman year, and three left the College for personal reasons. As for the academic 
program of the remaining students,

During the present year the Sophomore class read critically and examined grammatically all the 
first and more than one half of the second volume of [Washington] Irving’s Life of Mohammed 
and his successors. It has also studied English grammar, composition and declamations. Six of 
this class study French and have made corresponding progress in that language.

The whole class had completed Algebra, studied seven books of Euclid’s Geometry, and has 
progressed in Natural Philosophy to the subject of Hydrostatics, besides having two recitations 
per week in profane & sacred history. Five of the class have recently commenced the study of 
Latin. The conduct of this class had been irreproachable, no member having given occasion, for 
even a private reprimand. The probability is that these young men will complete the four years 
course. They are men of promise and the majority begin to exhibit scholarly qualities.2

Of these eight, Daniel Bliss reported in his 1871 Annual Report, “On the 26th of July last the College 
graduated its first class numbering five. The young men’s orations, three in Arabic, one in English and 
one in French were commendable productions, and were well received by the audience.”3 He reported 
further that “These graduates found immediate employment and are now all teaching except one, 
who is studying medicine in the College.”4

In 2014, the American University of Beirut (AUB) enrolled almost 7,000 undergraduate and more than 
1,500 graduate students. Instead of just the two options that were available in 1867, AUB offers today 
over 120 undergraduate and graduate programs in seven faculties and schools.5 When the College 
opened, women could not enroll, but they now represent almost fifty percent of the student body, 
having first arrived as nursing students in 1905, as graduate students and undergraduates in the 
junior and senior classes in the 1920s, and added to the freshman and sophomore classes in 1952. 
The Engineering Department opened its doors to women in 1967, bringing down the last obstacle to 
women’s equality on campus (see El Cheikh and Mikati in this volume).

These facts and figures, separated by almost 150 years of history, illustrate how different the current 
manifestation of AUB is compared to its beginnings as SPC in 1866. Not only were the numbers of 
students miniscule at the College’s inauguration, but the curriculum imparted to those students was 
limited in terms of topics taught and pedagogical rigor followed. SPC had as a core goal the desire to 
teach the principles of Evangelical Protestantism along with the most modern of academic topics. In 
1920, the newly named American University of Beirut formally abandoned the missionary goals of 
the founders and expanded the institution’s offerings and enrollments to levels that Daniel Bliss could 
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Betty S. Anderson only have dreamed of when he inaugurated his college in 1866. But amidst all of these changes, the 
University’s leaders consistently articulated larger hopes for their students: in each era they sought to 
teach not only the academic subjects on offer, but to show the students how to be well-educated and 
well-rounded leaders in their communities. As President Peter Dorman declared in his inauguration 
speech in May 2009, “AUB thrives today in much different form than our missionary founders would 
have envisioned, but nonetheless – after all this time – it remains dedicated to the same ideal of 
producing enlightened and visionary leaders.”6

In studying the institution from its 1866 beginnings to its sesquicentennial celebration, the authors 
in this volume have shown, more than anything else, the complexity of the University’s legacy and 
the differing perspectives its denizens have acquired over the years. In telling their stories, these 
authors have proved that there is not just one history of this institution, but intertwined and parallel 
threads that collectively narrate the 150 years of an institution that has come to be a central space 
for its faculty, staff, and graduates as well as for governments across the region and around the globe. 
The SPC’s and AUB’s institutional histories provide a longue durée perspective on how the University’s 
curricular, departmental, and missionary goals evolved from decade to decade, while also examining 
the interconnections of the University and its leadership with Beirut, Lebanon, the Middle East, and 
a changing American educational and governmental environment. Personal histories, on the other 
hand, can be as short as the four years that most students spend on campus or as long as the almost 
75-year connection Professor Constantine Zurayk maintained with AUB. Many of the long-time 
American expatriates literally gave their lives to the institution and the American mission, and are 
buried today in the Anglo-American Cemetery in Beirut (see Lindner in this volume).

All these stories, however long or short their duration, have constructed the historical identity of SPC 
and AUB over the last 150 years. The institutional histories narrate the building of the framework 
that has allowed the University to supply services to its constantly changing citizenries; the personal 
histories illustrate how people found ways to fulfill their own goals while working with and studying 
alongside their fellow AUBites. In this introduction, I highlight the main threads of these different 
histories of SPC and AUB, focusing especially on early developments that came to frame the 
institution’s project over the long-term; the authors who follow continue the history and complicate 
the stories still further.

SPC AND AUB HISTORIES

The Syrian Protestant College opened its doors to its first students on 3 December 1866, and Daniel 
Bliss reported in his diary that evening, “College opened – Read 3[rd] Chapt[er] of 1 Cor[inthians].”7 
Given the legacy he and his colleagues imparted to Beirut, it is a remarkably modest description of 
the event. It also points to the religious underpinning of the whole project, as it was to the Bible that 
Bliss turned to commemorate this act. The milestones came quickly thereafter with the opening of 
the Medical Department in 1867 and the maneuverings over the next years to move out of a house 
rented from Butrus al-Bustani and onto land owned directly by the College. With the placing of the 
cornerstone for College Hall on November 28, 1871, Bliss and his colleagues began the construction of 
the campus as we know it today in Ras Beirut. As Bliss eloquently explained in his President’s Report 
at the end of that year,

The erection of these substantial buildings upon a site at once so commanding and beautiful and 
at the same time so well adapted for health and convenience, has attracted increasing attention 
to our work – the objects of the College and the advantages it offers are being better understood 
and when we shall be fairly located in our new home, we may reasonably hope not only for a 
large accession of students, but for wider and more fruitful opportunities to make this Institution 
a blessing to this people.8

Over the decades that followed, Bliss and his successors gradually bought up land down to the sea 
and slowly enclosed the College inside a wall. In some cases, the faculty drew up the architectural 
plans themselves; in others, they commissioned renowned architects. The result was the gradual 
construction of majestic structures that advertised permanence and distinction for those who crossed 
on to the campus grounds. The early designs mimicked much that characterized American Protestant 
universities, but arose using local stone and landscaping materials, making them unique to the SPC 
and AUB space (see Abunnasr and Makhzoumi in this volume).

As such, the buildings represented both America and Beirut while simultaneously proving to any who 
crossed the campus threshold that the founders envisaged an establishment lasting long after their 
individual contributions had ended. The only retreat along this line came in 1991 when a car bomb 
destroyed College Hall, thereby obliterating the most central and defining architectural monument 
on campus. Undaunted, alumni donors from around the world provided the funds that allowed it to 
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re-emerge from the rubble nine years later, following the same external design of 1871, but with an 
interior layout twenty percent larger. This act reiterated the importance of architectural legacy for 
the identity of the University while also accommodating the more expansive needs of the campus 
and its administration. Most recently, AUB inaugurated the Issam Fares Institute for Public Policy 
and International Affairs (IFI) building along the Green Oval on the upper campus. Its style is in stark 
contrast to the architectural norms established over the many years since 1871, indicating that legacy 
and longevity are tangible identifiers for the campus, but do not preclude the possibilities for innovation.

Within the walls and the classroom spaces, the curriculum offered to the students adapted 
pedagogical elements coming from American universities while also recognizing that the institution 
could not be divorced from its local Lebanese and Arab elements. The first prospectus written for 
the future College declared that it would be “conducted on strictly christian [sic] and evangelical 
principles”; in 1871, the course catalogue confirmed, “This college was established in order to provide 
Syria and its surrounding areas higher education in the mathematical and literary sciences and that 
it would be in their language,” Arabic.9 This foundational core arose from the fact that Bliss and his 
colleagues had come to Lebanon as missionaries of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign 
Missions (ABCFM) and they saw education as a tool for converting denizens of the Levant (see Khalaf 
and Traboulsi in this volume). In making such a declaration, the opening of the College represented 
a formal rupture with the ABCFM since Rufus Anderson, the Corresponding Secretary of the mission, 
had severely curtailed funds for educational enterprises in the 1850s because he considered the direct 
preaching of the Gospel to be the best means for converting someone to Christianity. As a result, 
the SPC’s founders chose to open the College as an independent educational organization, but one 
considered for decades as a child of the mission because its founders and members of its local Board 
of Managers served for years as officers of the ABCFM.

In opening such a college, Daniel Bliss and his successors pledged to offer the most modern of 
academic subjects to their students, although this was an easier vow to make than a promise to be 
fulfilled because educational norms changed rapidly in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, 
and demands of the students often came into conflict with the goals set by the administration. In 
keeping with the curriculum established at Protestant universities in America in the 1860s, the 
students initially completed a fixed curriculum with only the smallest of opportunities for choosing 
elective courses. They were tested via daily and weekly oral declamation so they could prove that 
they had learned and memorized the information taught by their professors and lecturers. Little 
in the structure allowed for independent research or inquiry by the students; professors served 
as unquestioned authorities of the knowledge disseminated to their students. During the twelve 
years that followed the opening of the College in 1866, the only major change came in the Literary 
Department with the decision by the associated faculty to shift from Arabic to English as the language 
of instruction. As Daniel Bliss reported at the time, using English in such a way gave students access 
to a language “permeated with the spirit of progress in all departments of life”; in contrast, if students 
only learned in Arabic, they were “confined to books, saturated with errors in religion, morals[,] 
politics, medicine and social life.”10

As pressure built on the Medical Department to follow the lead of their colleagues in the Literary 
Department, Chemistry Professor Edwin Lewis gave a speech at graduation in 1882 that praised 
Charles Darwin and a number of other scientists. Most of the Medical Department faculty and a 
large number of its students supported the desire to bring new scientific theories and experiments 
to campus. In contrast, Daniel Bliss, George Post of the Medical Department, and the professors in 
the Literary Department saw in this new science a threat to the gatekeeping the professors had 
undertaken to guarantee that no knowledge presented on campus contradicted Evangelical Protestant 
principles. Bliss’s first written reaction to the speech was a short line in his diary on the day of 
Commencement, Wednesday, July 19, 1882, noting, “Dr Lewis address much out of taste. An apology 
for bible truth & an acceptance as science unproved theories.”11 In a later letter to his sons, Howard 
and William, he disparaged Darwin by saying, “at Commencement Lewis gave an oration in which 
he praised up Chas. Darwin and gave the impression that he (L.) was a Darwinian and that man 
descended from the lower animals.”12 The conflict between these two groups intensified throughout 
the fall semester to the point that Lewis chose to resign in November, the medical students began a 
long protest against the resignation, and all the Medical Department professors except George Post 
indicated that they would resign their posts over the issue.

During the 1882–1883 academic year, the protesting medical students wrote reasoned letters to the 
administration opposing Lewis’s resignation and the fact that the College was not providing them with 
sufficient training to take the Ottoman Imperial medical examination.13 In essence, they critiqued the 
College for breaking its contract with them: they had enrolled with the promise that a certain cadre of 
professors would be teaching them and that they would have access to the subjects that would appear 
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about these topics, the students wrote, “Sirs, it never occurred to the minds in Syria or in the Syrian 
Protestant College that noble people like you who belong to the American land of freedom would 
issue judgments without considering the related evidence. You refused to listen to students whose 
acts did not convey any sign of rashness and who claimed their just rights.”14 Over the next years, all 
but one of the Medical Department professors left campus and nineteen of the protesting students 
withdrew from the College.

In the end, Daniel Bliss and his allies won this battle and over the next years the Medical Department 
followed the Literary Department in moving toward the use of English as the language of instruction 
throughout the campus, a policy still practiced at AUB today (see Saliba in this volume). Furthermore, 
Daniel Bliss required that all new faculty members sign a Declaration of Principles promising that no 
knowledge disseminated in their campus classrooms would contradict evangelical views, effectively 
barring the new sciences from entering Main Gate.

This hallmark moment served as a turning point for the College’s trajectory in the region. The SPC 
could henceforth open its doors to students outside the Arab world and the University has since built a 
reputation for its nationally diverse student body. But while opening the University to the world, this act 
limited access routes from the more immediate Arab and Beiruti environments. From the first plans for 
the new college, Daniel Bliss and his colleagues had expressed hope that the College’s administration 
and teaching would move toward Arab control of the administration as early as possible. Following the 
Darwin Crisis, the SPC’s leadership eschewed such a plan and the result was a curriculum that hewed 
even more closely to American academic organizational structures than at any point in the College’s 
existence. New American and European professors arrived in Beirut to replace those who had resigned, 
and because they had little to no knowledge of the Arab world, they could only impart an American-
accredited curriculum. Even Arab history disappeared from the course catalogue until it re-emerged in 
1914, and then only as an elective. The majority of professors who had become fluent in Arabic so they 
could teach their classes in the language were long-gone; Arab lecturers were prohibited from receiving 
faculty ranks equal to those of their American and European counterparts.

With these actions, Daniel Bliss and his colleagues made the walls around campus as impermeable 
as possible to events taking place in the region outside so that the American and evangelical 
curriculum could dominate. But by doing so, Bliss also rejected the new sciences and the new 
pedagogies emerging at American Protestant universities, including at his old alma mater, Amherst 
College, because they did not accord with his Declaration of Principles. As a result, for the last two 
decades of the nineteenth century, the College’s leadership refused to accept that even the American 
curriculum had changed in order to incorporate such scientific inquiries as those put forward by 
Charles Darwin. This move toward the Declaration of Principles also placed SPC outside the vibrant 
discussions taking place in journals and schools throughout the region about the proper intersection 
between science and religion.15

This situation began to change when Howard Bliss replaced his father as president in 1902, 
eliminated the Declaration of Principles, and brought to campus the pedagogical advances he and his 
colleagues had studied at institutions such as Amherst in the late 1870s and early 1880s. Henceforth 
at SPC, students completed a fixed curriculum only in their freshman and sophomore years so they 
could be grounded in a broad range of academic subjects, but then moved on to major in specific 
fields of study in their junior and senior years. Instead of a Literary Department offering all the 
courses in social studies and the humanities, a religion department, a history department, and an 
Arabic language department formed in appreciation of the fact that scholars all over the world had 
come to recognize that these were separate disciplines with distinct scholarly approaches. Over 
the decades of the twentieth century many more departments and programs followed, including 
archaeology, agriculture, and the Center for Arab and Middle Eastern Studies (CAMES) (see Gordon, 
Meloy, Sader, and Daghir in this volume).

Just as importantly, with these changes came a new approach to teaching in the classroom; no longer 
did SPC professors ask their students to memorize lectures and texts as proof that they understood 
the data being presented to them. The new liberal education program imported from America called 
on students to be active participants in producing knowledge themselves, engaging in scientific 
experiments, and conducting research on their own. The classrooms became not just arenas for 
imparting knowledge, but for teaching students how to intelligently debate the theories and facts 
presented to them. Howard Bliss’s tenure from 1902 to 1920 was a transition time for this pedagogy, 
and it ushered in the longer term commitment by AUB to enshrine the elements of this American 
liberal education system into the students’ lives, from the Civilization Sequence (CS) program that 
began in 1950 and 1952 to the concept of free inquiry that came to permeate the classrooms.
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These pedagogical changes came alongside a transformation in the religious program of the College, 
whereby Howard Bliss required that all students still attend obligatory Bible and church sessions as 
they had done since 1866, but shifted the means by which the professors preached Christianity. By the 
time Howard Bliss took the presidential helm, the pedagogy underpinning the new liberal education 
program had become an integral component of missionary work as well. In this system, professors 
encouraged students to debate and discuss religious ideas so they could find the commonalities 
between their faiths rather than determine the superiority of one. As Howard Bliss wrote in his 
last published article, “In all our classes, and especially in our Bible classes, there is a tradition of 
absolutely untrammeled inquiry; and woe to be the teacher who gives the impression that he is 
suppressing or fumbling question and answer, however blunt, embarrassing, or indiscreet the inquiry 
may seem to be.”16 As for the atmosphere at the College, Bliss wrote,

The briefest sojourn on its lovely campus, among its two dozen noble buildings, with its superb 
views, eastward and northward, of opalescent Lebanon, and westward of the great blue sea; with 
a visit to its museums, its laboratories, its observatory, its library, its athletic fields, its hospitals, 
its Students’ Building; interviews with its ninety teachers; contact with its thousand students of 
many races (Syrian, Turks, Tartar, Persian, Indian, Egyptian), and of many religions (Moslem, 
Druze, Jewish, Behai, and all the Christian sects), as they study, as they play, as they worship 
– a visit, I say, of this kind establishes the irrefutable conviction that here has been created a 
“psychological climate” from whose influence no student can escape.17

The SPC’s legacy lay with its students, according to Bliss, who proclaimed, “And wherever this man 
goes, he makes it easier to foster education, to overturn tyranny, to soften fanaticism, to promote 
freedom in state and church.”18 The College was not producing Protestants, but aimed to teach all of its 
students to live by their own religious precepts and to respect the differing opinions of others.

In the midst of these curricular and religious shifts on campus, the College also began the process 
of reconnecting with the world outside Main Gate. Under Howard Bliss’s presidency, the Young 
Turk Revolution of 1908 reverberated throughout the Ottoman Empire, disseminating a message 
of freedom that shared its basic elements with the liberal education and liberal Protestantism of 
the SPC. Despite the apparent symmetry between these two projects, conflict brewed on campus, 
nonetheless, because Bliss and his colleagues stood by the conviction that Evangelical Protestantism 
remained the basal principle of SPC’s raison d’être. As such, SPC’s leadership continued its policy of 
enforcing the study of Christianity as a foundational element of the students’ education.

These clashing definitions of freedom gave birth to the Muslim Controversy in spring 1909 when 
Muslim and Jewish students refused to obey the religious requirements of the College, defining 
liberal education as one where students could choose to study and worship as they wanted. As an 
example of the writings from this semester, an article in the Egyptian newspaper Lewa on January 
24, 1909, reported that “A. of the Syrian College” said, “Now it is passing strange that our faculty have 
undertaken in forcing us to attend church and teaching us Christian doctrine in spite of us, in view 
of their pretense of religious liberty. It is contrary to reason and at variance with the regulation of all 
the schools of the world, among them those of America universally.”19 In line with their predecessors 
in 1882, the students protesting in 1909 obediently followed all the rules except for those connected 
to religious study. The administration could not therefore accuse them of being rash or disrespectful. 
They hoped that their actions would garner them sufficient respect so that the administration would 
listen to their arguments. In their demands, they called on the administration to truly implement 
the precepts underpinning liberal education, in particular in allowing the students to make reasoned 
choices about their religious studies.

In response, Howard Bliss and the faculty excused the students from most religious requirements during 
the spring 1909 semester, but declared that if they chose to return in the fall they would have to abide by 
all the campus rules. Students would still be encouraged to debate and discuss the tenets of Christianity 
and Islam and Judaism and any other faith represented on campus, but for Bliss, Christianity would still 
be the foundation of SPC’s identity. Bliss reiterated in many letters to David Stuart Dodge, the president 
of the Board of Trustees during his tenure, “It is our aim to permeate recitation room, dormitory and 
campus with the spirit of Christ” because only then would the students truly understand the holistic 
lessons to be learned from Christianity.20 Most of the protesting students did return in the fall and, by so 
doing, agreed to fulfill the religious obligations designated by the administration.

However, as Howard Bliss predicted even as he reinstated the required religious elements in 1909, 
they did not last long. The tenets of liberal education had met up with a changing regional discussion 
about the role of religion in education; obligatory religious requirements were becoming obsolete. 
Within a few years, temporarily during World War I as mandated by the Ottoman government and 
permanently as of 1920, Christian religious study was no longer a requirement of students at AUB. 
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Betty S. Anderson By the time Bayard Dodge took the reins of the University in 1923, Evangelical Protestantism had 
been replaced with a broad-based religious umbrella that focused on the teaching of moral conduct, 
honesty, and hard work rather than religious scripture. The new religious view was best defined by the 
motto of the West Hall Brotherhood under Laurens Seelye’s tutelage in the 1920s: “the realm in which 
we share is vastly greater than that in which we differ.”21 Through this new institution and its related 
activities, students and professors channeled their religious impetus into charitable work throughout 
local Lebanese communities in the 1920s and 1930s with such programs as the Ras Beirut Boys’ 
School and the Village Welfare League (VWL). A contemporary analogy to these earlier programs is 
the current Ras Beirut Neighborhood Initiative that seeks to improve living conditions in the area so 
closely identified with AUB and its long history (see Myntti in this volume).

While these changes were taking place, during World War I, the SPC’s administration found itself in 
the delicate position of being affiliated with a combatant in the war – the United States – while trying 
to function in an Ottoman Empire that was not at war officially with the US, but with all of its allies. 
While the College had to close for a few short days at the beginning of the war, it managed to reopen 
and conduct operations for the remainder of the conflict despite the geopolitical realities afflicting 
the College’s home and adopted countries. Howard Bliss and the faculty worked strategically to keep 
the College open by extending aid to those suffering the famine of the war years in Lebanon and by 
working to present a neutral political front to Ottoman officials (see Brand in this volume).

The College came out of the war in dire financial straits, exacerbated by the fact that the change 
in name in 1920 to the American University of Beirut necessitated an infusion of funds for the 
transformation from a college to a university. From the first campaign in 1863, the SPC came into 
being and survived for decades with voluntary donations, in the early years supplied by families such 
as the Dodges and individual donors at churches. Daniel Bliss toured the northern American states in 
1863 and raised about $100,000 in the midst of the American Civil War. His diaries of that year are 
filled with exhaustive lists of the many churches and homes he visited on behalf of the new College 
he hoped to see built in Beirut as an outpost for American missionary work. In the end, with the 
American dollar devalued because of the war, he obtained the necessary start-up funds from donors 
in England who equally understood the value of his mission. From that day until the end of World 
War II, SPC and AUB functioned on donations coming from non-governmental entities, some from 
large organizations such as the Rockefeller Foundation, but many others from the small donors who 
had been so pivotal from the beginning. After the ravages of WWI, AUB worked with such institutions 
as Robert College and the Women’s College in Istanbul to form the Near East College Association to 
raise money collectively for all the schools. With those funds, the University rebuilt its facilities and 
expanded to fulfill the new mission of AUB. This new configuration welcomed women undergraduate 
and graduate students, encouraged research by the faculty and students, improved the quality of the 
courses being offered, and expanded the topics taught in the classrooms – even allowing the theory of 
evolution to become a required element of study in the 1920s. The College truly became a university 
in the fullest definition of the term.

As part of the shift to a university, Acting President Edward Nickoley demanded of the Board 
of Trustees that the newly revamped University bring down the “color line” to Arab academic 
advancement.22 The Board followed this advice and, henceforth, Arab professors became full voting 
members in the Faculty Senate and could advance up the academic ranks through merit just as the 
American and European professors had always done. This change in policy ushered in professors 
such as Philip Hitti and Constantine Zurayk, who demanded that Arab history, culture, and literature 
become key elements of the curriculum, making the walls increasingly permeable to the events 
taking place across the region (see Seikaly in this volume). They were followed by Bulus Khauli, Anis 
Frayha, and Kamal Salibi, who spent extensive amounts of time affiliated with AUB. They mentored 
many students who passed through their classrooms while also writing some of the most important 
works on Arab history, literature, and nationalism (see Naufal, Holt, Kozah, and Abu Husayn in 
this volume). These professors infused the curriculum with Arab issues and achievements while 
simultaneously instilling in their students pride for their Arab heritage.

These students, in turn, used these ideas to protest on behalf of Arab causes throughout the twentieth 
century, with an especially active moment occurring after World War II when the international 
environment made the Middle East a central place in the Cold War brewing between the United 
States and the Soviet Union. An affiliated complication occurred when AUB received US government 
grants and aid for the first time in its history, coinciding with the ascension to the presidency of 
Stephen Penrose in 1948. On the positive side, US Point IV scholarships enabled many a student to 
study at AUB, and others continued their graduate education in the US with aid from the Rockefeller 
and Ford Foundations and other such agencies. But with US global power accelerating in the post-war 
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period, students and faculty members also began to question the influence on decision-making at 
AUB that came along with that money. Before taking up his post at AUB, President Penrose had been a 
member of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), a precursor to the CIA, and in this volatile time, after 
the establishment of Israel in 1948, and with increasing American involvement in Middle Eastern 
politics in the 1950s, many students accused AUB of acting as an agent for imposing US policies on 
to the people of Lebanon and the region (see Schayegh, McGreevy, and Bertelsen in this volume). 
Between 1948 and 1955, groups of students repeatedly demonstrated against the establishment 
of Israel and the attempts by the US and Britain to bring Arab countries into pro-Western defense 
agreements like the Baghdad Pact.

While most of the protests in this era arose over these political events, students also used the 
opportunity to question the means by which the AUB administration defined the liberal education 
program. This new group of student activists expressed ideas not dissimilar to those of their 
predecessors in 1882 and 1909 when they called on the University’s administration to allow the 
students to have a measure of authority over the curriculum and their religious freedom. For the 
post-WWII group, the conflict centered on the differing roles accorded them in terms of freedom of 
expression and freedom of action. The administration continued its support for freedom of expression 
as a core element of liberal education in the classroom, but penalized students for organizing political 
events on campus. The students declared that combining their educational and political lives on 
campus provided them with the skills necessary to be the Arab leaders AUB claimed to be producing. 
As an example, an editorial in Outlook in 1955, declared,

The words democracy, responsibility and freedom are common passwords or cliches [sic] on 
campus. We hear about them in lectures, in chapel talks and over the coffee tables at nearby 
cafes. Nevertheless, students have little chance of proving what they have so far learned . . .

It is the university’s function to train us, its students and future spokesmen of our countries, to 
face the problems of everyday life. How can we do that when we are only here to attend lectures 
and take notes? How can we be the future liberators of our respective countries if we are not 
taught how to practice the basic important factors that lead to freedom from oppression?

Students should have the right to voice their own opinions in matters that concern them. They 
should be able to give the administration their own side of all their problems, for the way the 
faculty members and the way the students see these same affairs could differ greatly.

. . . We, the student body, are not puppets. We do not like to be drawn by strings which we have 
no right to control or even influence in any way. We think. That is why we are here. We have 
our own life to shape. That is what we have come to learn how to do. We have our own voice to 
express. That is what we hope to do.23

By the late 1950s, student activism had by no means disappeared, as students protested on behalf 
of Algerian independence and the 1950 union of Egypt and Syria, but the number of such political 
activities diminished for a time. After the 1967 war, another era of student political activism 
erupted, fueled by the Arab loss in the war and by enthusiastic support for the Palestinian Fedayeen 
organizations fighting for independence for Palestine. At the same time, as in past eras, the students 
also demanded that they be given a measure of authority over their lives on campus. Starting in 
1969, students held weekly “Speakers’ Corner” sessions so they could express their opinions about the 
political events of the day; in both 1971 and 1974, students occupied buildings on campus in protest 
against the administrative decision to increase fees without any input from the Student Council.

To give some idea of the tenor of student demands in this era, an AUB “Strike Document” of 
November 30, 1971 summed up the critiques students lobbed against the AUB administration. “One 
of the fundamental values of human life is freedom – freedom to formulate convictions and moral 
principles; freedom to live by those convictions and principles; and of course, freedom from coersion 
[sic].”24 The document ridiculed the rights that students actually held while on campus:

Last May, the majority of A.U.B. students discovered that their university allowed only certain 
“freedoms” to be expressed on campus namely:

1. freedom to be herded into irrelevant classes;

2. freedom to absorb information that would soon be forgotten, since it had no use in daily life;

3. freedom to agree to University rules and regulations, formed and enforced without the
    students [sic] prior knowledge.

In short, freedom to be silent.25

In response to this critique, a number of students and professors established a “free university” on 
campus that taught students subjects ignored by the official catalogue, including “Revolutionary 
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Betty S. Anderson Change,” “Che Guevara and the Third-World Revolution,” the “strategic needs of the Palestinian 
Revolution including everything from Hebrew to military strategy,” “Progressive and Marxist social 
thought to be offered in the Philosophy, Political Science, and Education Departments,” “Revolutionary 
Philosophy,” “Politics and Economics of Israel,” “History of Palestine,” “The Guitar – A Counterculture 
Workshop,” and “Analysis and Critique of AUB and the forms of Education Present.”26

This era of student activism came to a close by 1975 when the Lebanese Civil War challenged the 
University as no other conflict had done over the many decades of its existence. At no time could SPC 
and AUB ignore the demands and dictates of the presiding government in Beirut – whether it was 
Ottoman, French, or Lebanese – as illustrated by by the brief closure of the College at the beginning 
of WWI. In 1915, the Ottoman Governor General of Beirut and the Governor of Syria protested against 
the General Geography text used in classes on campus because it included, among other statements, 
the claim that “the Turkish government is the worst in Europe. The ruler, called the Sultan, is an 
absolute despot, who governs his people so badly that they are kept extremely ignorant and poor.”27 In 
this instance, Professor William Hall, the Principal of the Preparatory School, had to leave the country 
as punishment for using the text on campus, but returned in 1919 after the College submitted a 
formal apology to the Ottoman government. In 1966, in a conflict between AUB and the independent 
Lebanese government, Professor John Spagnolo had to leave the country because of governmental 
opposition to the use of Thomas Aquinas’ writings in the Civilization Sequence Program (see Provence 
in this volume).

While certainly disadvantageous for the professors involved, these conflicts did not threaten the 
existence of SPC or AUB in any substantial ways. The governments demanded punishment for real 
and perceived transgressions, but did not require the dissolution of the institution. The Lebanese 
Civil War, however, presented complications unlike those of previous conflicts. Funding from the 
United States government dried up for a time, and in the breach the administration had to turn to 
the Lebanese government for aid. Many professors left the country; those who stayed struggled to 
teach not only their own subjects, but also the classes usually taught by the professors no longer in 
the country. Militia groups threatened professors, student enrollment dropped, and fighting broke out 
among all the warring parties throughout Ras Beirut. Forces in the civil war kidnapped at least eight 
members of the AUB community during the 1980s, and AUB President Malcolm Kerr was killed as 
he walked to his office in College Hall in 1984. When the war ended, AUB had to not only rebuild the 
destroyed College Hall, but also the curriculum, the faculty, the staff, and the trust and reputation that 
it had earned over the previous 120 years.

CONCLUSION

At the 150th anniversary of the institution, AUB can boast of the many accomplishments of its 
graduates and the thousands of faculty who have graced its classrooms. A telling piece of continuity is 
the rock-hard belief, reiterated in the 1990s, that rebuilding the University’s curricular programs after 
the end of the Civil War required that liberal education remain as the foundational element. For its 
efforts, AUB received accreditation by the Middle States Commission on Higher Education (MSCHE), 
reactivated the PhD degree that had been abolished during the Civil War, and increased enrollment 
and faculty hiring. Student activism has returned via the University Student Faculty Committee 
(USFC) and the many protests against fee increases and curriculum changes. The new buildings 
dotting campus are a testament to the respect alumni and other donors have regarding the high 
quality of the University’s programs. At the same time, the University, its staff, faculty, and students 
are still adapting to ever-changing conditions, and by doing so are constantly producing new histories. 
As a result, the sesquicentennial anniversary marks a moment of congratulations for the university’s 
illustrious legacy while also setting the stage for a new era in AUB’s history. The authors in this volume 
complicate and add on to the foundational history presented in this introduction; they illustrate how 
religious, educational, political, and personal stories have been integral and intertwined elements of 
an institution that has flourished in Beirut for 150 years.
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INTRODUCTION: AUB AS A TRANSNATIONAL ACTOR WITH TRANSNATIONAL POWER

This chapter will consider the American University of Beirut (hereafter AUB) as a representative case 
study for examining the role of transnational universities in the field of international relations. From 
the perspective of international relations, one can discern important aspects of the University and its 
role in the relationship between the Middle East and the USA. This chapter will emphasize two such 
aspects of AUB: its role as a successful transnational actor and its transnational power. These two 
aspects are useful starting points for viewing the University as an actor in international politics, and 
can serve as a catalyst for further studies.

AUB is well known to students of the Middle East, in general, and students of the history of American 
societal relations with the Middle East since the 1860s, in particular. There exists a rich historical 
literature on AUB as an influential educational institution in the region and a bridge between 
Middle Eastern and American societies.1 In recent years, with the War on Terror and intensified US 
engagement in the Middle East, there has been an increased policy interest in the soft power role of 
American education of Middle Easterners, both in the USA and in the region.2 AUB plays a central part 
as one of the most prominent American universities in the Middle East, which former AUB President 
John Waterbury effectively captured when he noted that AUB graduates may “continue to resent US 
policies and criticize US leadership, but they want to import its institutional successes in governance, 
legal arrangements, and business organization.”3

This chapter argues that AUB and its fellow American overseas missionary-founded educational 
institutions and more recent American-associated universities in the Middle East have not received 
adequate attention from international relations scholarship. This omission is regrettable since 
universities can be important actors in international politics and should receive more attention as 
such, which they are just beginning to do.4

AUB, as a prominent and influential academic institution of the Middle East and a powerful conduit 
between Middle Eastern and American societies since the 1860s, presents a central case for studying 
the role of transnational universities in international relations. In this light, it is important to 
remember that AUB is not a unique case. American missionaries founded a number of institutions of 
higher education in the Middle East and Asia in the late 1800s and early 1900s. AUB is perhaps the 
best known today, but it is important to see AUB as one of several such cases. American missionary-
founded universities in the Middle East and Asia have received considerable historical attention, but 
have not yet been compared across regions, and scholars in the field of international relations have 
not focused on this category of successful transnational actors. Since the 1990s, there has been a great 
expansion of private, transnational institutions of higher education in the Middle East and the Global 
South, driven by demand from large populations of young people wanting a Western-style education 
and the inability or unwillingness of states to satisfy this demand.5 AUB is a powerful regional role 
model for this process. A comparison between older and more recent institutions is also useful, but 
absent from the literature to date, which either examines the earlier cases in an historical light6 or 
the new institutions from an educational studies angle.7

Nye and Keohane, in their 1971 special issue of International Organization on transnational relations, 
presented a useful starting point for studying transnational actors, asserting that transnational 
actors are non-state actors engaged in “global interactions” of cross-border flows of information, 
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Rasmus Gjedssø Bertelsen goods, money, and people.8 It is clear that many universities, in general, and AUB, in particular, are 
transnational actors that are deeply involved in such global interactions. Despite this, universities 
as transnational actors have been overlooked in international relations research. The strong 
transnational role of AUB and other similar institutions has been the basis of their soft power, and, 
therefore, should be examined as a basis for considering this power. Therefore, this chapter will 
outline the transnational relations of AUB in comparison with those of other similar American 
universities in the Middle East and China, as well as with the more recent American-associated 
private, transnational universities in the Middle East.

American missionaries established a number of universities in the Middle East in the late 1800s 
and early 1900s – Robert College in Istanbul (1863-1971), the Syrian Protestant College (1866; 
which became the American University of Beirut in 1920), the American University in Cairo (1919; 
hereafter AUC), and the Lebanese American University (with college roots back to 1924; hereafter 
LAU). American missionaries, at the same time, founded more than twenty institutions of higher 
education in China, Japan, and Korea – such as St. John’s University in Shanghai (1879), Yale-in-China 
in Changsha and Hunan (1901), and Yenching University in Beijing (1916). The American missionary-
founded universities in China were nationalized during the Korean War, when the US government 
banned financial transfers to Mainland China.9 These early American missionary-founded universities 
will hereafter be referred to as “historical peers.”

AMERICAN HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY UNIVERSITIES IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND CHINA 
AS TRANSNATIONAL ACTORS

Mapping of the historical and current transnational relations of AUB clearly shows that the University 
has, since its founding, been closely connected to private, public, and civil society sectors in America, 
Lebanon, and wider Middle Eastern society. Both the older American missionary-founded universities 
in the Middle East and China and the more recent private, transnational institutions of higher 
education can be seen as “information and resource bridges” between their American society of origin 
and their host society (see Figure 1).10

Information, ideas, and financial and human resources flow between societies through the university. 
The two-way direction of flow is important to note, as it is often overlooked when considering the 
(historically intended) flow of ideas from America to the host society. AUB and other such transnational 
universities connect with a range of academic, business, civil society, government, and other actors 
both in American society and in their host societies. These transnational relationships are key to 
understanding AUB and other such universities as transnational actors with transnational power.

The principal interlocutors in the host society, whether it be in the Middle East or Asia, are the 
students and their families. AUB has more than 58,059 alumni throughout Lebanese society, the 
region, the USA, and beyond.11 An important legacy of some of the American missionary-founded 
universities in China is their alumni organizations, which have remained very active (together with 
some successor institutions in Taiwan).12 Such alumni organizations are often well represented in 
politics, government, business, education, culture, the media, and other fields.

Fig. 1. The university as transnational actor (Reprinted with permission from “The 
University as a Transnational Actor with Transnational Power: American Missionary 
Universities in the Middle East and China,” PS: Political Science & Politics 47, no. 3 (July 
2014): 624–627, © American Political Science Association, published by Cambridge 
University Press)
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The historical missionary-founded universities equally have had a long relationship with their host 
states, which have, usually cautiously, accepted these institutions for their elite ties to American 
society and contributions to state-building and development. These universities have supplied and 
continue to supply key human capital for international and local businesses in their host societies 
and regions. However, there have been periods of tension.  The Egyptian government considered 
nationalizing the American University in Cairo between the late 1950s and early 1970s, and 
sequestered the university during the Six Day War in 1967. When they were at war with Korea, neither 
the Peoples’ Republic of China nor the USA tolerated the American missionary-founded universities in 
China as independent bicultural institutions.

The relations of AUB and its historical peers with their American society of origin have received less 
attention in the historical literature, but are – for the purposes of international relations research – at 
least as interesting. Comparing the relationships between these older missionary-founded universities 
and American society with those between more recently established universities and American 
society illustrates some of the interesting and important qualities of AUB and its historical peers.

We see clearly that AUB and its historical peers have had connections with leading American 
academic institutions. Throughout their histories, AUB and its historical peers have been able to 
recruit faculty and senior administrators from the foremost American universities. Illustrative 
examples are AUB presidents Malcolm Kerr (UCLA), John Waterbury (Princeton), and Peter Dorman 
(University of Chicago). The family histories of Kerr and Dorman, for instance, illustrate how academic 
human capital continues to move back and forth between AUB and American society. Similar stories 
can be told about the American missionary-founded universities in China. Missionary-founded 
universities have sent and continue to send graduates to top American universities for graduate study, 
at times laying the foundation for transnational careers between Eastern host societies and American 
society, as with Professor Philip Khuri Hitti at Princeton University.13

In contrast, we see more recent American-associated private universities in the Middle East that often 
have academic connections of varying quality and intensity with the USA. One sees the full range of 
educational caliber, from exceptionally well-funded branch campuses of prominent US universities 
(most prominently, Education City in Qatar and New York University in Abu Dhabi) to campuses of 
lower-ranked institutions (such as the New York Institute of Technology) to collaboration agreements 
of less-prominent US-based institutions with private institutions of higher education (such as, for 
instance, a number of private institutions of higher education in Oman). This comparison highlights 
the quality and intensity of the academic transnational relations of AUB and its historical peers both 
then and today.14

The same difference in quality and intensity of transnational relations is evident when comparing 
the boards of trustees of AUB and its historical peers with those of newcomer institutions. AUB 
and its historical peers, as private non-profit universities, have been and continue to be guided by 
their boards of trustees, usually based in New York. What stands out when looking at these boards 
is how AUB and its historical peers, since their establishment, have recruited American and, later, 
other social elites from academia, business, civil society, and government, worldwide, to their causes 
of education, research, development, and sometimes health care in the host society. The boards 
of trustees continue to raise substantial resources for these missions, and these boards clearly 
demonstrate how universities can bring together American and overseas elites. We do not see similar 
boards of trustees playing that role with the newer institutions.

AUB and its historical peers in the Middle East – AUB and LAU – continue to have relationships 
with the US government. All three lobby the US Congress for financial and political support. The US 
government temporarily supported AUB during World War II, and has significantly supported AUB 
and AUC ever since the 1950s, when the soft power and development aid value of these universities 
became clear. Presidents of American missionary-founded universities have become ambassadors to 
their host countries. Yenching University President John Leighton Stuart was the last US ambassador 
to Mainland China, and AUC President John Badeau represented the USA in Egypt in the early 1960s. 
The American missionary-founded universities in China did not survive into the 1950s to develop this 
same relationship with the US government and receive similar support. These relationships between 
the universities with missionary roots and the US government sets them apart from the newer 
private, transnational universities, which do not have such relationships with any of the branches of 
the US government.

As previously mentioned, AUB has for a long time had good relationships with American and other 
Western businesses, together with the other longstanding American universities in Beirut and Cairo. 
Their graduates have been and remain popular job candidates with American businesses for their 
cultural and linguistic skills combined with an American-style education, and American businesses 
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These long and deep relationships with leading American businesses distinguish the older universities 
with missionary roots from the newer private, transnational universities, whose industry relations are 
of varying intensity and quality.

THE SOFT POWER OF AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND CHINA

Policy attention is paid to the soft power of American higher education towards the Middle East 
(through both American universities in the Middle East and universities in the USA),15 including 
scholarly attention to foreign civilian and military students in the USA.16 The theoretical starting point 
for this inquiry is the work of Joseph Nye, who, while drawing on broader power debates in political 
science and international relations, formulated the concept of soft power. This concept captures 
desired behaviors by others that are caused by attraction or co-optation, rather than coercion or 
inducement. With this concept, Nye explains a significant part of the power of the USA. Furthermore, it 
is important to remember that other states, and especially non-state actors, can also hold soft power.17

When applying the concept of soft power, a couple of guidelines should be observed. First, it is 
important not to confuse soft power resources with soft power outcomes in terms of desired behaviors. 
There is an unfortunate tradition in debates on power to confuse resources with power: the one 
with the bigger economy, military, population, and so forth is considered more powerful. Here, the 
context of power is central. The Vietnam War, for example, reminds us that those who seem most 
powerful still may not be able to obtain the results they desire.18 Concerning soft power, there has 
been a tendency in the literature to focus on the resources of the state in terms of public diplomacy.19 
Therefore, it is important to have a behavior-focused view of soft power: the ability to obtain a desired 
behavior by others through attraction and co-optation. It must be remembered that soft power is 
particularly dependent on the receiver.20

It is equally important to recognize that states are not the only “players” with soft power; non-state 
actors can have soft power in their own rights. It is also important to keep in mind that non-state 
actors may be an important source of the soft power of state actors. Nye reminds us that Hollywood, 
Harvard, and Microsoft are all important sources of US soft power.21 Elsewhere, I have discussed the 
distinction between the national soft power of the state and the university soft power of, for instance, 
AUB. The interplay between university and national soft power is central for understanding the soft 
power of AUB and its role in US-Middle Eastern relations.22 Nye points to Arnold Wolfers’ distinction 
between “milieu” and “possession” goals as useful for looking at soft power, where “milieu” goals entail 
changing the environment for action, while “possession” goals are concrete policy outcomes. Soft 
power is often more successful at changing the environment (milieu goals) than achieving policy 
goals directly (possession goals).23

Finally, it is important to pay attention to how we talk about soft power. Such wordings as “wielding” 
or “exercising” soft power “over” somebody are problematic in light of the importance of the context 
of power, in general, and the dependence of soft power on the receivers, in particular. Therefore, I 
propose to talk about “holding or having” soft power “with” somebody.24 Research on the soft power 
of transnational universities – where AUB is a crucial case – indicates that such universities hold 
substantial soft power in their own right and contribute to the national soft power of their states of 
origin as well as of the host states.25

Finally, Nye writes about the shift from zero-sum power over others (to coerce them to do something 
against their will) to positive-sum power with others to solve common transnational problems. This 
development from power over to power with is important for understanding a world where power is 
shifting from Western states to, in particular, Asian states and also increasingly from states to non-
state actors. The chaotic transnational challenges of climate change, crime, pandemics, economic 
crises, and so forth are increasingly important.26 The role of universities, in general, and of AUB, in 
particular, for cooperative power with other organizations may be the next step in research on the role 
of universities in international relations, which is touched upon at the conclusion of this chapter.

AUB, its historical peers, and the more recent transnational private universities represent central 
cases for addressing questions of the multidirectional and multifaceted power of transnational 
actors. AUB and its historical peers, in particular, but also some of the recent transnational private 
universities, have rich and intense relationships with a broad range of influential public, private, and 
civil society actors both in host societies and in America. Focusing on AUB and other transnational 
private universities is useful for discussing such important questions as: What power do transnational 
actors hold in relation to various state and non-state actors, and what is the basis for that power? How 
do a university’s relations with the state and public policy affect the power of transnational actors? 
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Do transnational actors contribute to state power? Can states pursue power through transnational 
actors?27 These are questions that will be analyzed here with a focus on AUB and, to a lesser degree, its 
historical peers and the more recent American-associated universities in the Middle East.

The importance of a behavior-based approach to power has been previously mentioned. Here we 
will consider how AUB, its historical peers, and now also other transnational universities elicit 
desired behaviors from public, private, and civil society interlocutors both in their host societies and 
in American society. Such desired behavior, or university soft power, might include the acceptance 
of a university’s mission of proselytizing (as presumably occurred in the past) or of providing a 
secular education (as occurred later), and other moral, financial, and political issues in support 
of the universities. The opposite of university soft power would be the rejection of the universities 
or attacks on them.28

The main host society interlocutors of AUB and the other universities continue to be the students 
and their families. So what was originally the desired behavior from the students? Was it realized, and 
why or why not? AUB, together with its historical peers, was founded with a proselytizing aim, a soft 
power mission of attracting locals to American Protestantism and training local leaders to carry on 
that mission; however, that mission failed. Islam and local Christian sects in the Middle East rejected 
conversion, and proselytizing also proved unsuccessful in China. Middle Eastern youths protested 
the obligatory Bible classes and religious services at SPC/AUB until the Ottoman Empire put an end 
to them during World War I. In China, the Christian colleges often had to pay the full expenses of 
education, including travel costs, in order to attract local students.29

Nevertheless, local youths did continue to attend these missionary-founded universities despite 
rejecting their proselytizing; so what was it that attracted these youths? The answer then and now 
is simple: educational quality resulting in improved opportunities in life, and respectful bicultural 
encounters. Visionary missionaries understood this attraction, and the Chinese Christian colleges 
came to understand that a major source of attraction was English-language education creating work 
opportunities in foreign trade and concessions. This understanding and the failed mission of conversion 
led to a transition on the part of the universities during the late 1800s and early 1900s to secular 
missions of academic excellence, which also paralleled the secularization of private Protestant colleges 
in the USA. A second important basis for university soft power was respectful bicultural encounters. 
The respect, admiration, and popularity AUB enjoyed and continues to enjoy in the Middle East are 
based on the University being perceived as an Arab-American institution – a more Arab than Lebanese 
institution with predominantly Arab students, faculty, and staff, which has contributed to pan-Arabism 
through such intellectuals as Constantine Zurayk. It was not a predatory American intrusion, but rather 
a great liberal university, respectful of Arab politics and culture, which contributed much to Arab state-
building. Likewise, for instance, Yenching University in Beijing grew much in Chinese respect in the 
1920s with its emphasis on Chinese culture, language, and studies, and in establishing the Harvard-
Yenching Institute for Chinese studies with centers at both Harvard and Yenching.30

The USA became an extremely influential power in the Middle East after World War II, although its 
support for Israel became a major liability for both the USA and American universities in the region. 
Students at AUB clearly rejected US Middle East policy, despite the fact that Palestinian students were 
attracted to AUB for its educational excellence and such values as academic freedom. Western foreign 
policy was equally a liability for the American missionary-founded universities in China even earlier 
because of unequal treaties with China and discrimination against China in the Versailles Treaty 
after World War I. The mistreatment of China by the West and by Japan led to much nationalist 
political activism on American campuses in China. In summary, for the American missionary-founded 
universities in both the Middle East and China, originally Protestant proselytizing and later American 
foreign policy were serious liabilities, while their attraction was and is still based on their quality of 
education and the improved opportunities in life. The recent American-associated private universities 
in the Middle East naturally have no associated Christian mission. Impressions from these universities 
suggest that there, too, US foreign policy is rejected, and the source of attraction is educational quality 
and job opportunities for young people in difficult labor markets.31

AUB and its historical peers have been cautiously accepted by their host states, while the more 
recently established American-associated private universities have been encouraged by their 
host states. The relationships between these universities and their host states (and with the US 
government, as discussed below) show the importance of state political will and decisions for the 
operation of these transnational actors.32 For one hundred and fifty years, SPC/AUB has operated 
under the Ottoman Empire, French mandate rule, and an independent Lebanon. The first serious 
test of acceptance of SPC/AUB by its host state was World War I, when the Ottoman Empire allowed 
SPC/AUB to continue operating (although ending its compulsory religious services) because of its 
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US government’s decision not to declare war on the Ottoman Empire.33 Under the French Mandate 
and later, AUB degrees were not fully recognized by the state, in contrast to those from the Université 
Saint-Joseph de Beyrouth.34 Since the Egyptian revolution in 1952, AUC has been able to operate 
within a stronger state than AUB in an independent Lebanon. The Egyptian state first seriously 
considered nationalizing AUC in 1958 with Law 160, intended to Arabize education. At that time, 
AUC’s administration made it clear to President Nasser that it was up to him whether AUC would 
continue to exist or not since the application of Law 160 would mean its demise. Therefore, President 
Nasser exempted AUC from Law 160 in order to preserve the university as a bridge to the USA. 
During the Six Day War in 1967, the Egyptian government sequestered AUC under former Minister of 
Higher Education Dr. Hussein Said, who averted a mob attack on the AUC campuses by convincing 
the populace that AUC was under Egyptian control and belonged to Egypt, and that only educated 
Egyptians and Egypt would suffer from its being damaged. President Nasser was encouraged by his 
advisors and the media to nationalize AUC, and turned to Dr. Said for his opinion. Dr. Said advised 
President Nasser at length that AUC supplied Egypt with an alternative university system at no 
expense and provided educated graduates with valuable English skills.35 On these two occasions, 
Dr. Said outlined many of the values that make AUC and its peers attractive to their host states in 
the Middle East and China: elite relations with the USA and contributions to human capital, socio-
economic development, and health care.

This research on AUB, its historical peers in the Middle East and China, and recent transnational 
private universities in the Middle East has revealed a hitherto overlooked part of the transnational 
power of these universities, reverse university soft power.36 AUB and its historical peers and, to varying 
degrees, the more recently established universities have built strong, rich transnational relations 
with private, public, and civil society actors in American society. AUB and its peers continue to 
attract desired behaviors from these American parties in the form of academic, financial, and political 
support. This is what we term reverse soft power: when a transnational actor established in a foreign 
host society for soft power purposes develops soft power in its society of origin. Reverse soft power 
on the part of the missionaries was unintended, but their bridge-building role became increasingly 
important over time. Reverse soft power with American private, public, and civil society actors is 
based on academic excellence as the soft power in the host society.

AUB and its peers in the Middle East and China built strong relations with leading American academic 
institutions based on their academic focus and excellence. These American missionary-founded 
universities attracted faculty and administrators and exported graduates for graduate studies, 
sometimes founding transnational careers. Human talent, and research and publication activities by 
overseas universities have influenced Middle East and China scholarship in the USA. Today, prominent 
branch campuses and local affiliated universities in the Middle East attract academic attention from 
prominent institutions in the US, often based on host state wealth from oil and gas resources. An 
important part of the reverse soft power of American missionary-founded universities in the USA 
continues to be through philanthropy, civil society, and boards of trustees. These universities were 
founded with philanthropic missionary support. Moreover, with secularization, they have attracted 
much coveted foundational philanthropic support from the Rockefeller, Ford, Carnegie, and other 
foundations, which demonstrates their reverse university soft power based on their ability to 
implement the educational, research, development, and health care goals of the foundations.

AUB AND AMERICAN-ASSOCIATED OVERSEAS UNIVERSITIES AND THE US GOVERNMENT

The soft power relationship with the US government is central for discussing the power of 
transnational actors and how they interact with the state and its power. We have seen how AUB 
and its historical peers have had and continue to have significant soft power in their host societies 
concerning milieu goals of informing host societies about American society, building elite networks, 
and attracting local elites to norms, skills, and values. AUB and its historical peers have attracted 
various members of their host societies to such American liberal arts norms as individualism, 
critical thinking, academic freedom, gender equality, and religious tolerance. These universities have 
familiarized future elites with American educational traditions, equipped them with professional 
English skills, and built connections to American academic, business, civil society, and government 
elites. The universities have not been able to create an acceptance of US China or Middle East policy, 
which was never a university or US government goal. It is clear how AUB and its historical peers – and 
to lesser extent, recently established universities – contribute to the soft power of American society in 
terms of making its education, culture, language, and institutions more attractive, as conveyed by John 
Waterbury’s comment, cited at the beginning of this chapter. These contributions of AUB and its peers 
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in the Middle East and China to US national soft power must be emphasized. AUB and its historical 
peers were never an intentional expression or tool of US soft power, nor did the US government wield 
or exercise soft power through these institutions. US foreign policy, whether in China or later the 
Middle East, was a clear liability for these universities; their soft power existed despite US foreign policy.

Since the 1950s, the US government has supported AUB, AUC, and LAU for soft power and 
development policy reasons. It continues to believe that AUB and its peers have a unique position and 
reputation in the Middle East, which would be extremely difficult to replace if lost. AUB and its Middle 
Eastern peers continue to lobby the US Congress for financial support. This support is a reflection 
of their reverse soft power with the US government, where the executive branch sometimes chafes 
under congressional instructions to support these universities when it prefers flexibility to support 
local institutions for development aims. University reverse soft power with the US government and US 
educational soft power policy in the Middle East are intertwined and not contradictory. The academic 
quality of AUB, AUC, and LAU, which gives them reverse soft power in Washington, makes it possible 
for the USA to reach future elites and attract them to liberal norms.37

CONCLUSION: AUB AND STUDYING UNIVERSITIES IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

AUB represents a prime example for the study of the role of universities in international politics, 
along with other American missionary-founded universities in the Middle East and China, and with 
the more recent American-associated private universities in the Middle East. Universities have been 
an overlooked group of actors in international politics, despite the fact that many universities have 
been and remain deeply involved in Nye and Keohane’s “global interactions” of moving information, 
people, and money between societies. A careful study of the history of AUB, its historical peers, and 
the recently established American-associated universities shows that AUB, in particular, and its 
historical peers remain exceptional transnational actors, and “information and resource bridges” 
between Middle Eastern, Chinese, and American societies: conduits for information, ideas, talent, and 
financial resources moving in both directions. Looking at the American universities with missionary 
roots in the Middle East and China and the more recently established American-associated private 
universities in the Middle East reveals a pattern whereby the older universities tend to have stronger 
transnational relations with American academia, business, civil society, and government than many 
of the more recent universities.

The strong relations that have existed and continue to exist between these universities and their 
students and students’ families and host societies and states, as well as with academia, business, 
civil society, and government in the USA, is also the basis of their soft power. AUB and its peers 
failed at their original proselytizing soft power goal. When they readjusted their missions to focus 
on secular academic excellence and bridge building, they proved very successful in attracting 
local and regional youths seeking educational excellence, improved life chances, and respectful 
bicultural encounters. The universities have contributed to Wolfers’ “milieu” goals of attracting 
local future elites to the American liberal arts norms of critical thinking, individualism, academic 
freedom, gender equality, and religious tolerance, and have made American education, culture, and 
institutions more attractive to these elites. However, it is important to note that these universities 
have never contributed to a “possession” goal of acceptance of US China or Middle East policy, which 
was also never a US government goal. The universities continue to hold soft power in their own right, 
and they have contributed to the national soft power of the USA, although they have never been 
an extension of US soft power. The universities’ soft power existed despite US foreign policy in China 
and later the Middle East. How AUB and its peers have attracted academic, financial, and political 
support from American private, public, and civil society actors illustrates the concept of reverse soft 
power, which has hitherto been overlooked.

Nye, in his writings on power, emphasizes the difference between zero-sum power over others as 
opposed to positive-sum power with others to solve complex transnational challenges.38 Universities, 
by moving ideas, information, talent, and money between societies, may contribute to power with 
others by creating epistemic communities, knowledge, and cultures of cooperation. The next step 
in looking at universities in international politics could well be whether universities contribute to 
the power with others of societies around the world. Top global universities play a role in addressing 
important global challenges, but what is the distribution of such power between American society 
and other societies linked with these universities through brain drain or circulation, collaboration, or 
otherwise? Have AUB and its historical and modern peers contributed to the power of Middle Eastern 
and Chinese societies to address local or transnational challenges with American society? What has 
been the distribution of such power in those relationships? These could be important future questions 
concerning AUB and other ‘transnational’ universities in international politics.
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Conclusion



The purpose of this concluding chapter is to further reflect on the 150th anniversary of the American 
University of Beirut (AUB). We do not propose a lordly How to (Better) Write AUB History manual, 
but wish to highlight how what we already know about AUB may allow us to see this fascinating 
institution in new ways.

The chapter has two parts. The first, by Aleksandra Kobiljski, deals mainly with the pre-World War II 
era, while the second, by Cyrus Schayegh, essentially treats the post-World War II period.1 Both parts 
revolve around and are joined by two questions: what is One Hundred and Fifty a history of, and what 
were broader spatial contexts in which AUB has operated as a convergence point? The chapter ends 
with a joint conclusion.

GENESIS AND THE EARLY AUB: A COLLEGE IN AND OF BEIRUT

It is difficult to overestimate the scholarly importance of an institution in the Middle East whose 
archives survived two world wars, the dissolution of an empire, colonization, decolonization, a civil 
war, an occupation, and much more in-between. In that sense, it has a precious institutional memory. 
In a metaphorical as well as a practical sense, the University and its students were there – actors, not 
just observers – at the birth of the Iraqi, Lebanese, and Syrian states, to name a few. Yet the question 
is not rhetorical and, perhaps because of institutional longevity, the answer is not obvious, as a close 
reading of this volume reveals.

As A. Tylor Brand shows in his contribution, the relief efforts of the AUB community during World 
War I were not part of the College’s mandate, but were inextricably connected to it. The College did not 
engage in aid work, but members of the College community – students, teachers, staff members, and 
their families – were deeply involved. If the relief work was not the doing of the College stricto sensu, 
are these efforts then, part of AUB history? If so much of its constituency was involved in various relief 
projects, devoting their time and energies, how can it not be part of it? What does the officially non-
existent, but de facto considerable implication of the College in World War I relief work say about the 
nature of the institution under study?

George Saliba’s contribution to this volume is another example of how important it is to question 
what makes a history of a university. He reminds us that AUB’s engagement with Arabic and Islamic 
sciences both predates the birth of the University and maps poorly onto the official history of AUB. For 
example, Cornelius Van Dyck was instrumental in fostering Arabic scientific culture though his science 
textbook writing in Arabic, a work that started two decades before AUB came into existence and Van 
Dyck joined its faculty. In the second half of the twentieth century, Edward Stuart Kennedy became a 
key figure in the chain of events that changed scholarly understanding of the relationship between 
Islamic and European science, but most of it, technically, did not happen on campus. Saliba reminds us 
that the famous “1970 seminar” took place within AUB walls, but was completely informal and a matter 
of contingency. At the time, it was practically invisible to the AUB administrators and would have 
remained so to the historians were it not for Saliba’s precious testimony in this volume. Saliba’s two 
examples – Van Dyck and Kennedy – raise another important question: If the history of the institution’s 
engagement with a particular discipline predates the institution itself, what are the implications for 
the delimitation of the object of study? If campus is a point of convergence neither orchestrated nor 
even visible to the administration itself, how does one place it in that institution’s history?
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By making these questions evident, both Brand and Saliba put their fingers on a gray zone of the 
institutional margin and historical serendipity. That their two contributions found their way to the volume 
is not due to courtesy or editorial laxity in policing the border between “the main” and “the auxiliary” 
story. Rather, it is an invitation to rethink the relationship between the two. If episodes and initiatives of 
historical importance take shape unplanned, informally, and through a temporary convergence of actors 
and resources, do they simply add flavor to an institutional history, or do they change the very definition 
of the institution in question? Further examples abound in this volume, leading us to see AUB not simply 
as an educational institution bound by the campus walls and framed by the city that hosts it, but as a one 
of the points where different and far-flung intellectual universes come together.

With regard to the early history of AUB and using Saliba’s metaphor, the importance of what was 
initially or ostensibly marginal can hardly be underestimated. As Samir Khalaf aptly reminds us, 
much of what came to be seen as the accomplishments of nineteenth-century Protestant envoys to 
Ottoman Syria were largely unintended consequences and accidents of history. ABCFM commissioners 
were not sent or paid to start opening common schools across Mount Lebanon. And yet, since the 
1830s, this is what many of them endeavored to do against Boston’s advice or under its radar. Hence, 
the constant talk of schools in missionary reports and correspondence was in large part a function of 
having to constantly justify spending time and money on teaching reading, writing, geography, and 
arithmetic; the brethren in New England were expecting them to plant native churches and move 
on. It is difficult to overemphasize the extent to which those ostensibly auxiliary missionary activities 
became an important part of the personal project and identity of some of the American missionaries 
involved with the early AUB. Teaching, it turns out, came to be their most lasting legacy in the region.2 
The establishment of AUB is one such example of an auxiliary outgrowing the main mission. The 
idea of establishing a college was considered as evil by Rufus Anderson, immediate supervisor of all 
overseas missionaries – including Bliss, Van Dyck, and Thomson. Hence, rather than smoothing over 
what now seems as embarrassing episodes and tensions between different visions of what constituted 
appropriate missionary work and of which AUB early history is made, it is potentially more fruitful to 
consider those tensions more closely as it would be likely to yield precious historical understanding 
of the process by which, in a space of two decades, AUB (and, to an extent, Robert College) went from 
an inappropriate idea for a missionary, – requiring Bliss (and Cyrus Hamlin) to leave the mission in 
order to pursue it – to becoming the showcase of Christian work in the Middle East. The nuancing of 
the story of what exactly was missionary and American in the genesis of AUB can also contribute to 
restoring non-missionary actors and voices to this story.

The second question concerns the idea of AUB as a point of convergence and contestation the 
unraveling of which continually redefines the campus and the University. A number of papers in 
this volume speak to the different ways various networks came together on campus and had a 
bearing on AUB’s articulation of its own identity in an ever-shifting geo-political context. Most of the 
contributions in this volume dealing with the convergence of global networks pertain to the post-
World War II period. Yet from its very inception, AUB’s history was marked by its entry into various 
global networks. How quickly global influences can trump local exigencies is obvious from the speed 
with which the idea of an Arab president of the AUB was dropped in 1861 while the plan was still in 
its early months. In addition, the metropolitan networks were not the only global networks of reform 
ideas in the nineteenth-century. As Kobiljski has shown elsewhere, a new kind of college to educate 
youth for modern times was a need felt acutely from Tokyo to Beirut.3

In this volume, Kobiljski contributes an example from the 1860s; after being vetted by the Anglo-
American philanthropic circles, the original idea of an Arab president for the AUB was quickly 
dropped while the original fundraising target was increased five-fold, going from a missionary 
request of $20,000 in 1862 to $100,000 prescribed by the donors the following year. Another shift, 
discreet and longer in the making, was to abandon a uniform hiring and promotion policy for Arab 
and American faculty. This seed of departure from the initial, more egalitarian, if paternalistic, 
vision of AUB first became visible in 1867 around the appointment of Dr. John (Juhanna) Wortabet. 
In that specific case, local exigencies overpowered pressure from the global networks. The 
objections to the appointment of an Armenian as a full professor “came from beyond the sea” and 
were countered by the likes of William M. Thomson – long-time missionary and author of the 
nineteenth-century American bestseller The Land and the Book. He practically threatened those who 
objected when he said: “If the appointment of native professors is to be impossible simply because 
they are native, I must decline to have anything more to do with the college.”4 Seen as part of that 
history, along with the departures of Faris Nimr and Ya qub Sarruf, about which much more has 
been written since the 1880s, these incidents can hardly be considered lone episodes, but rather 
represent the final acts of molding of the College according to the funders’ ideas at the expense of 
local exigencies under way since the 1860s.
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Abunnasr contributes an excellent example of the way in which AUB was physically (and mentally) cast and 
recast by interested parties from New England. In one of his letters to SPC President Daniel Bliss, Amherst’s 
President William Tyler labeled the construction work on the Ras Beirut campus as the emergence of 
“another Amherst on the site of Ancient Berytus.” While, to Daniel Bliss, this was a compliment paid by a 
former teacher and a friend, on at least three levels the remark begs historical analysis.

First, despite carrying the title of president, Bliss had far from Tyler’s prerogatives in running AUB. In 
his own memoir, he describes that, in the late 1860s and 1870s, the College was run by a handful of 
faculty, and decisions were made in weekly meetings in which everyone had an equal vote.5 Hence, 
simply put, early AUB was not Bliss’s ship to run or model on Amherst.

Second, none of the founding documents or petitions mentions Amherst or any other college as a 
model or blueprint. As evident from the description of the proposed curriculum, the initial vision 
of AUB’s founding fathers did not map comfortably on the liberal arts college model. Nor is this 
unexpected, considering that, with the exception of Bliss, none of the men involved with AUB’s 
founding had an Amherst connection. There was no unique US college model as a reference among 
the founding fathers, and the institutions from which they came were so different that even the 
notion of a composite model has limited analytical utility. William M. Thomson graduated from Miami 
University in Ohio, Henry H. Jessup graduated from Yale, Cornelius Van Dyck graduated from Jefferson 
Medical College, and George E. Post from the College of the City of New York.

Third, the new AUB campus at Ras Beirut was not actually built on the site of ancient Berytus, as 
Abunnasr points out. And this ostensibly minor error hides the fact that Tyler missed the point 
entirely: the college was being built in an attempt to leave the city; not to be a part of it. As Kobiljski 
has shown elsewhere, rather than attempting to reclaim the city, College Hall was built in Ras Beirut, a 
far-flung suburb at the time, as an act of flight from the city of Beirut.6 Despite all this, Tyler’s metaphor 
remains a powerful, if not historically accurate, overseas projection on AUB; a nineteenth-century 
precursor of many other projections with which AUB would be involved in the twentieth century.

The materiality of missionary microcosm is perhaps the most obvious way the early AUB campus 
became a point of contact and negotiations between different networks. Abunnasr demonstrates 
the efforts made to legitimize the college by building out-of-scale and monumentally, while trying to 
construct a New England-like cocoon. Careful attention to the ostensibly tedious construction work on 
campus reveals a formidable spectrum of tensions: the missionaries’ love-hate relationship with the 
city of Beirut, their will to dominate the situation and their surroundings, and their dire dependence 
on local help and cooperation every step of the way. Yet further research is needed to understand the 
nature of this cooperation in all its complexity, working with scattered and obscure references across 
different and disparate sources. It is precisely elements of the kind of research found in this volume 
that represent a refreshing direction for the history of early AUB (the SPC). Going beyond the reasons 
for which actors like Gharzouzi or Bustani were not given their due in missionary writing, it is for the 
next generation of early AUB historians to labor towards restoring local and hitherto marginalized 
actors to the formative years of the college.7

THE POST-WORLD WAR II PERIOD

The following, second part of this chapter deals primarily with the post-World War II period, which is 
the focus of many contributions to this volume. Shedding light on a range of aspects of AUB’s history, 
these contributions also provide many insightful stories and fascinating bits of information. Building 
on them and on recent contributions to the transnational history of knowledge and education,8 the 
rest of this chapter takes another look at AUB’s history in light of three transnational contexts of that 
history. As will be seen, all three are known to the informed reader. As a matter of fact, if there is 
anything novel at all in what follows, it is how I have tried to conceptualize those contexts.

Let me start with a word on a context about which I know very little and hence am unqualified to talk 
about at any length (and which has not been addressed directly in the contributions): the Lebanese 
diaspora. All I dare say is that the sheer number of Lebanese AUB graduates living outside Lebanon 
who continue to visit their alma mater, to donate money, to be active in its alumni organization, 
and, crucially, otherwise to stay in contact with each other, suggests links between their and AUB’s 
stories. Perhaps, AUB could be conceptualized as one of a handful of fixed institutions that lend some 
cohesion to a global diaspora whose very mobility inspired the saying “Would there be a road to the 
moon you would see a Lebanese ascending it.”9 Vice versa, the acquaintances fed by that mobility may 
be seen as part of the nature of AUB, if we think of it as a far-flung social universe rather than “only” as 
a fixed educational institution.10
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Of the other two contexts, one is a variety of networks of knowledge, money, political power, and 
sociability: networks that, while global, had US and European gravitation points. The other context is 
a range of networks of applied knowledge, political-cultural ideas and practices, and sociability that 
linked AUB to the Middle East, and mainly to its Asian parts. (From now on, for simplicity’s sake, I 
will call global transnational networks “global,” and regional transnational networks “regional.”) Even 
leaving aside the AUB-diaspora relationship, AUB was and is a very complex institution. It was, firstly, 
linked not to one, but to multiple global networks, and, secondly, was a key meeting point and arena 
of contestation between those networks and multiple regional networks. Sure, some networks were 
more powerful than others. But none was dominant to the point of simply eclipsing the others. In fact, 
and as we will see further below, the early post-war decades, which were the period of decolonization, 
witnessed increased contestation about questions of knowledge/education and of politics.

Let me turn, then, to global networks of knowledge and education with US and European gravitation 
points of which AUB was a part. I start with a general, non-AUB related, note on their genesis. The 
global networks that developed from the nineteenth century and during the twentieth differed from 
“the cosmopolitanism of the Enlightenment” of the eighteenth century.11 “The concept of scholarly and 
scientific knowledge that prevailed during much of the twentieth century was inextricably linked to … 
nineteenth-century forms – university and discipline –, and those forms in turn were dependent on the 
nation-state as the main organizer of scientific institutions.”12 Modern global knowledge and education 
networks were mainly built by academics and universities that belonged to specific nation-states 
and that were steeped in their specific knowledge traditions and interests. As a result, a “dialectic” 
was unfolding between “the national” and “the global.” Nation-state universities and academics 
– the most powerful ones in the USA and Europe, but also others elsewhere in the world, e.g., in 
Japan or in South American countries – built global networks not simply to transcend and forget 
the nation-state. Rather, they did so in order to buttress their position within their own countries, 
and/or in order to help “perfect [their] national system” vis-à-vis global knowledge competition, 
and/or “to internationally push through [their] own [national] standards.” Behind these moves were 
“considerations of national prestige, that is, in the colonial context, the objective of cementing power 
by consolidating cultural hegemony.”13

On the one hand, the Syrian Protestant College (SPC)/AUB fits into this picture. After all, it was 
in some ways linked to the USA: to a nation-state, which also was a partly formal, but mainly 
informal empire. AUB’s linkage to the US nation-state-cum-empire can be seen in many ways. It was 
institutionally chartered by Presbyterian Americans in the state of New York in 1863. It was for a long 
time overwhelmingly funded by private US money. Until today, many of its non-Arab faculty have been 
US citizens; and back in 1866, it was opened in Beirut and, until the mid-twentieth century, run by US 
missionaries who had come to the Middle East with deeply national concerns and considerations, as 
Maria Bashshur Abunnasr has shown here and Ussama Makdisi elsewhere.14 It was part of a number 
of US schools opened in the late-nineteenth-century Middle East, including Robert College in Istanbul 
in 1863. Like its sibling schools, it competed with non-US, non-Presbyterian schools that were 
affiliated with other Western nation-state-empires; in Beirut, one its competitors was the French 
Jesuit Université de Saint Joseph, opened in 1875.15 Such educational presence and accompanying 
competition was important not the least because the nineteenth-century United States was much less 
of a formal, political-territorial empire than, for example, France or Britain. Moreover, in the interwar 
period, education continued to be an arena in which American actors could, and wished to, mark 
global presence.16 And after World War II – when US universities became central to global knowledge 
production and when air travel became much cheaper and easier17 – AUB’s nation-state link to the USA 
showed also in that AUB professors now commonly visited and taught at US (more than at any other 
nation-state’s) universities, as John Meloy and Cyrus Schayegh remark.

On the other hand, AUB’s linkage to the US nation-state-cum-empire was anything but 
straightforward. At its most basic, this is because AUB is not situated in the USA, i.e., not on nation-
state territory, but overseas. (Not in Europe, though: hence, AUB differs from US institutions like the 
Johns Hopkins University SAIS Center in Bologna, Italy, or the American University of Paris, which 
were founded in 1955 and 1962, respectively, as a part of the US superpower’s presence in post-war 
Europe.) As a result of AUB’s position overseas, the nature of its place in global networks of knowledge 
and education differs from that of other (normal nation-state) universities, be they in the USA, 
Europe, or the global South. It has been woven into global networks not simply from a (US) nation-
state base, but also through at least three additional ways.

First, the fact that US missionaries worked in different parts of the world, including East Asia, 
mattered (particularly during SPC/AUB’s early decades). While the US base was powerful, it did 
not call all the shots. As Aleksandra Kobiljski has convincingly demonstrated here and elsewhere, 
experiences in one part of the world outside the USA – e.g., in the Middle East – influenced the US 
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base and operations in other parts of the world – e.g., Japan. Second, while many academic visitors to 
and teachers at AUB were Americans, AUB has also been tied into other, especially various European 
nation-state, networks of knowledge. (Historically, this may have had something to do with the fact 
that US universities became really dominant only after World War II.)18 The magazine al-Kulliyah lists 
many examples of European visitors. And Hélène Sader’s contribution to this volume indicates how 
in departments like archaeology, non-US research networks and styles – here, German and British 
– mattered.19 Third and last, as Nuhad Daghir’s contribution on agriculture makes clear, from World 
War II on, AUB graduates have made significant contributions to the region, not the least through 
their work for new international development agencies like FAO and UNDP, which have occupied an 
important place in the expanding universe of transnational expertise.20

Being situated in the Middle East, of course, has deeply shaped AUB.21 Kobiljski has shown how 
competition with nahdawi institutions influenced AUB from its earliest days. An example was AUB’s 
choice of Arabic as language of instruction up until the 1880s. Consider, also, Mansur Jurdak’s “pride 
in our Arabism” that influenced his take on Islamic science, as George Saliba points out; and of the 
fourteen conferences in Arabic on contemporary Arab affairs featuring “the intellectual elite of the 
Arab world” that the Arab Studies Group organized from 1951 to 1967, as Meloy shows.22

Meloy’s case excellently illustrates the networks of applied knowledge, political-cultural ideas and 
practices, and sociability that linked AUB, especially, to the Asian parts of the Middle East. As Kamal 
Salibi put it (in a Beirut-centric way), as related by Makram Rabah: “Can you imagine a modern Arab 
world without Lebanon? Can you visualize Lebanon without Beirut? And can you conceive of a Beirut 
without Ras Beirut and a Ras Beirut without AUB?” Of these regional networks, there are examples 
galore in this volume in addition to the cases mentioned by Meloy and Saliba. Sader notes that AUB-
led excavations took place not only in Lebanon, but in Syria, too. Daghir shows how AUB-trained 
agricultural specialists worked in a number of Arab countries, and particularly in the Gulf. Daghir and 
Schayegh note the spread, especially in the Asian Middle East, of AUB alumni chapters. And one might 
argue that in the decades following the nakba, AUB functioned as the institution that de facto, though 
of course not officially, came closest to being the university of the stateless Palestinians.23

Two things are noteworthy about all these cases. First, there was no such thing as one single regional 
context for AUB operations. For example, different University departments, such as Agriculture or 
Archaeology, worked in different places. Presumably, this was because they operated under different 
constraints. Why, for instance, did AUB archaeologists work in Syria, but not, say, Iraq? The answer 
may have something to do with the independent politics of archaeology in post-Mandate Baghdad.24 
Second, the cases of Meloy and Saliba, each in its own way, indicate how the region “talked back.” To 
be less dramatic: for the advocates of all sorts of nationalist causes – pan-Arab, Palestinian, as well 
as Lebanese, as Rabah and Abdul Rahim Abu Husayn show – AUB was prime real estate. While AUB 
certainly was not the only Beiruti arena for nationalist causes, it did play a significant role.

Why? Because, as noted earlier, AUB was a particularly dense meeting point and arena of contestation 
between multiple global networks and regional (Middle East) networks. More than that, in the 
early post-war decades – when Third World decolonization met the Cold War and student activism 
– questions of knowledge/education and politics became more contested, and state and non-state 
activism intensified at AUB. This was the case because AUB was highly accessible from both the USA 
and other parts of the globe, as well as from the Middle East. Hence, it also guaranteed easy access to 
both sides and great visibility on both sides. Such access and visibility were critical to Cold War state 
actors, as well as to decolonization-era non-state actors.25 Moreover, AUB was autonomous from the 
Lebanese state and its organs, including its security forces; and although called “American” and well-
networked to the US government, it was independent of Washington DC. Together, these two factors 
doubly facilitated state and non-state activism.

One set of actors were, as noted, (especially Arab and Palestinian) nationalists. Under the conditions 
of anti-imperialist decolonization, whether successful or failed, as in the Palestinian case, AUB 
became an arena for anti-colonial nationalist activism, which was aided by the very weak presence of 
the Lebanese state on campus. An exception, though not related to nationalist activism, is recounted 
by Michael Provence. In short, by the late 1960s, AUB was dubbed Guerilla U, as Betty Anderson has 
noted and Rabah shows here and elsewhere.26

Another set of actors were Americans. As Meloy and Schayegh indicate, following World War II the US 
government and “Big” US foundations like Ford and Rockefeller increased funding of AUB education 
and research programs for overlapping though not identical reasons. For all those actors, AUB’s 
deep and wide regional networks and reputation made it the perfect place from which to develop 
technical-economic expertise for the region and to which to bring US government-funded students 
from across the region, a point addressed in Rasmus Gjedssø Bertelsen’s contribution. Also, and almost 
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paradoxically, for the US government, an aiding factor was AUB’s legal-institutional independence 
from Washington DC. This was an advantage in the charged climate of the Cold War, when any sort of 
formal, old-imperialist-style control was problematic for a superpower’s Third World image.27

At the same time, this very independence gave agency to AUB’s leadership. Schayegh’s contribution 
suggests that both AUB professors and high AUB officials recognized AUB’s worth to the US 
government and to US foundations, and that they used that knowledge to maximize fund-raising. This 
might have been important particularly because the University was expanding and because of the 
rising challenge posed by new state universities throughout the recently decolonized Middle East.

Last, but not least, it stands to reason that after World War II yet other sets of actors – specialists in 
new international agencies for instance, or student activists other than the afore-mentioned Arabs, 
Palestinians, and Lebanese – helped to extend and reshape the transnational and regional knowledge 
and social networks in which AUB played some role. Tracing such networks would be particularly 
interesting because it would extend our focus on AUB’s US and Middle Eastern aspects.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we would like to identify certain historiographic gaps and to make four conceptual 
points. As is obvious from the table of contents, important swaths of AUB’s institutional history 
have yet to be explored. Perhaps most acutely missing are studies of the interwar period. It is 
remarkable how little we actually know about AUB’s relationship to the Mandate authorities and 
to St. Joseph University. Studies of institutional efforts to introduce physical education on campus 
during this period are still awaiting study, as is AUB’s short-lived School of Music. Continued attention 
to the gendered nature of the work and life on campus would benefit from more attention to the 
entanglement of New England and Mediterranean social conservatism on campus. Similarly, attention 
to al- Urwa’s political activism has overshadowed the efflorescence of dozens of student societies 
during Bayard Dodge’s presidency that were no less active or important to student life.

Our first conceptual point concerns Beirut. Fundamentally, the facets of AUB’s story that we 
sketched out above – its three sets of networks: diaspora, global, and regional – were transnational 
manifestations of the phenomenal rise of Beirut from the mid-nineteenth century. As is well known, 
Beirut became a global trade and knowledge entrepôt, a regional economic and cultural gravitation 
point, an administrative center (and, from 1918–1920, a capital of its own country), and the transit 
point for hundreds of thousands of migrants, to boot.28 Put differently, it turned into the most 
important transit space, meeting point, and arena of contest between people, goods, and ideas from 
ever-wider swathes of the Asian Middle East and the rest of the globe. For sure, AUB matters greatly to 
Beirut and is an integral part of it. But, as important – indeed more important, – AUB would not exist 
if Beirut had not become a global-regional (-diaspora) success story. In fact, as Kobiljski suggests, the 
very foundation of AUB is inextricably linked to the urban efflorescence that transformed a coastal 
town into a major port city and commercial hub between the 1860s and 1960s.

Second, it was precisely because AUB was woven into transnational networks and not simply (perhaps 
not even mainly) part of a (US) nation-state-cum-empire base that made it so attractive to political-
cultural and knowledge actors during the Cold War and decolonization. Even in the age of nation-
states – and perhaps particularly during it – institutions that were not (clearly) nation-state-centered 
filled a crucial function: whether in knowledge creation, in political-cultural activism, or in building 
social networks, they functioned as important meeting points.

Third, as a result, what ultimately characterizes AUB is not so much (simply) its missionary/US roots 
and networks, say, or its position in the Middle East. Rather, it is the multiple, stacked nature of the 
different transnational networks to which it belongs. Moreover, it does not have the same position in all 
networks. In some – most important, the regional ones – it can boast some centrality. In others – e.g., the 
global missionary ones – it was one node amongst others (e.g., in China). And in yet other ones – global 
knowledge and education networks that grew out of national interactions – it was and is quite peripheral.

Last, in view of the above, the unspoken working assumption that there is one AUB - i.e., that AUB 
is a singular thing – falls short of reality. The form and function of people at AUB in sociopolitical 
networks, say, could be quite different from those in knowledge networks. And even in the latter, some 
University departments were tied into different networks, some more US-centric than others, for 
instance. In sum, taken as a whole, this volume hints at the analytical utility of viewing and studying 
AUB not as “a thing,” but as an arena of contestations and competitions. Converging and conflicting 
networks have forcefully shaped AUB history since its inception.
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